Spiers Memorial Lecture. Introductory lecture: the impact of structure on photoinduced processes in nucleic acids and proteins.
Light is an important environmental variable and most organisms have evolved means to sense, exploit or avoid it and to repair detrimental effects on their genome. In general, light absorption is the task of specific chromophores, however other biomolecules such as oligonucleotides also do so which can result in undesired outcomes such as mutations and cancer. Given the biological importance of light-induced processes and applications for imaging, optogenetics, photodynamic therapy or photovoltaics, there is a great interest in understanding the detailed molecular mechanisms of photoinduced processes in proteins and nucleic acids. The processes are typically characterized by time-resolved spectroscopic approaches or computation, inferring structural information on transient species from stable ground state structures. Recently, however, structure determination of excited states or other short-lived species has become possible with the advent of X-ray free-electron lasers. This review gives an overview of the impact of structure on the understanding of photoinduced processes in macromolecules, focusing on systems presented at this Faraday Discussion meeting.